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Client:
Davy’s have 30 regional city and central London
wine bars and are known for offering exclusive
wines and delicious food in sumptuous 
surroundings.

Problem:
The stunning Davy’s at Woolgate Bar & Brasserie
has recently opened under the expert guidance
of David Crocombe, an architect from
Pennington Robson. During the build and fit-out,
David Crocombe advised the client that, in order
to comply with Part M Building Regulations, dis-
abled access must be provided even though this
would undoubtedly affect the aesthetics of a
rather beautiful architectural staircase.

Known for their flexibility and value for money,
EVO Lifts were recommended to quote for the
installation as a result of previous work with a
major retail group.

Solution:
EVO Lifts supplied and installed an EVO 500
Internal Platform Lift which offers a flexible 
travel distance of up to 12 metres.The lift is 
self-contained, requiring no special lift-shaft,
facilitating installation adjacent to the stunning
staircase. Working with the architects, EVO Lifts
developed the specification to achieve a more 
aesthetically pleasing finish which was extremely
important to the client. Engineered to precision
standards, the EVO 500 is extremely reliable and
provides fast yet quiet travel.
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“The whole process was very
smooth.The lift is easy to
operate and I’m pleased to
see that our customers are
happy to use it.”

“EVO Platform Lifts were 
particularly helpful when it
came to liaising with the
designers to incorporate the
lift in to the surroundings.”

Bruce Edwards, Managing Director of 
Davy’s Wine Bar, said: ‘
The whole process was very smooth.The lift is easy
to operate and I’m pleased to see that our customers
are happy to use it.” 

David Crocombe, architect and project
manager, comments:
“EVO Platform Lifts were particularly helpful when it
came to liaising with the designers to incorporate the
lift in to the surroundings.

Managing Director Steve Coak personally visited the
site and was proactive and informative, suggesting
solutions to our problems so that we were in no 
danger of invalidating our warranty or of 
compromising the safety of the lift with the 
modifications we were requesting. The lift was 
delivered on time as promised so there was no 
disruption to our tight opening schedule.
As a matter of course, I always go out to tender but
would definitely involve EVO Platform Lifts again.”


